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Abstract - Graphics Processing Units (GPU)
have recently been the subject of attention in re-
search as an efficient coprocessor for implementing
many classes of highly parallel applications. The
GPUs design is engineered for graphics applica-
tions, where many independent SIMD workloads are
simultaneously dispatched to processing elements.
While parallelism has been explored in the context
of traditional CPU threads and SIMD processing
elements, the principles involved in dividing the
steps of a parallel algorithm for execution on GPU
architectures remains a significant challenge.

In this paper, we introduce a first step towards
building an efficient GPU-based parallel implemen-
tation of a commonly used clustering algorithm
called K-Means on an NVIDIA G80 PCI express
graphics board using the CUDA processing ex-
tensions. Clustering algorithms are important for
search, data mining, spam and intrusion detection
applications. Modern desktop machines commonly
include desktop search software that can be greatly
enhanced by these advances, while low-power ma-
chines such as laptops can reduce power consump-
tion by utilizing the video chip for these clustering
and indexing operations. Our preliminary results
show over a 13x performance improvement com-
pared to a baseline 3 GHz Intel Pentium(R) based
PC running the same algorithm with an average spec
G80 graphics card, the NVIDIA 8600GT. The low
cost of these video cards (less than $100 market
price as of 2008), and the high performance gains
suggest that our approach is both practical and
economical for common applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clustering is a common operation that has many
applications for data processing [7]. With the rapid
growth of digital information collection and anal-
ysis, improvements made to this basic workhorse

have very significant implications for the operations
of large-scale data processing workflows. Internet
search engines periodically crawl the web [6], [8],
and index the information for fast search and data
retrieval. One of the crucial parameters for these
services is the liveness of the service, or the time
delay before new material is available in the search
index. Since the freshness of results is critical to
the success of the service, the performance of the
underlying data analysis algorithms are essential. K-
means clustering is one of the fundamental building
blocks driving many of the algorithms used by these
services.

While performance is one factor for the adoption
of our approach, efficiency is another leading driver.
Data centers consume enormous amounts of energy.
Rack space for computers, and inter-node communi-
cations present significant spatial, performance and
backup electrical generation overhead. If we can of-
fload this processing from the power-hungry CPUs
to multiple power efficient GPUs on a single node,
significant energy savings can be realized. Likewise,
on mobile computers such as notebooks, desktop
search, spam filtering [9], antivirus and anomaly-
based firewall intrusion detection[10], [11], [12] can
be greatly accelerated by using the graphics chip to
reduce the energy consumed by the main processor.

CUDA technology gives computationally inten-
sive applications access to the tremendous process-
ing power of the latest GPUs through a C-like
programming interface. The GeForce 8 series GPUs
have up to 128 processing elements running at 1.5
GHz and up to 1.5GB of on-board memory. CUDA
is designed from the ground-up for efficient general
purpose parallel computation on GPUs. It uses a
C-like programming language and does not require
remapping algorithms to graphics concepts[14].

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to per-
form K-means clustering on a NVIDIA GPU using
CUDA. When porting an algorithm to be executed
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in a parallel fashion on a GPU, it should be
noted that the principles involved in dividing the
steps of a parallel algorithm for execution on GPU
architecture could be different from what might
be used on a normal shared memory or cluster
machine. Moreover, the architectural style of GPUs
impose certain limits and coding strategies to gain
significant speedups. In Section III, we discuss
specific design decisions to accelerate K-means for
the CUDA architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
First, we present a mathematical description of
the K-means algorithm in Section II. Section III
discusses parallelization strategies, Section IV dis-
cusses our CUDA implementation, and Section V
evaluates our implementation using NVIDIA G80
graphics card. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper and shows some possible future venues to
explore.

II. K-MEANS CLUSTERING

A. Algorithm
K-Means is a commonly used clustering algo-

rithm used for data mining. Clustering is a means
of arranging n data points into k clusters where
each cluster has maximal similarity as defined by
an objective function. Each point may only belong
to one cluster, and the union of all clusters contains
all n points. We describe Lloyd’s fast algorithm for
computing an approximate solution to the K-means
problem. The algorithm assigns each point to the
cluster whose center (also called centroid) is nearest.
The center is the average of all the points in the
cluster that is, its coordinates are the arithmetic
mean for each dimension separately over all the
points in the cluster. The algorithm steps are [4]:

1) Choose the number of clusters, k.
2) Randomly generate k clusters and determine

the cluster centers, or directly generate k
random points as cluster centers.

3) Assign each point to the nearest cluster center.
4) Re-compute the new cluster centers.
5) Repeat the two previous steps until some

convergence criterion is met (usually that the
assignment hasn’t changed).

The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that it
does not yield the same result with each run, since
the resulting clusters depend on the initial random
assignments. It minimizes intra-cluster variance, but

does not ensure that the result has a global mini-
mum of variance [5]. If, however, the initial cluster
assignments are heuristically chosen to be around
the final point, one can expect convergence to the
correct values. [2] proposes an optimization by
choosing initial centroids close to existing clusters.
The first and second phases of the algorithm take
!(k) time, while the third phase takes !(nk) to
complete. Finally, the fourth phase’s execution time
is in the order of !(n + k). In a typical application
n > k, therefore the execution time of the algorithm
is bound by the third phase. This observation di-
rected us to concentrate our efforts on parallelizing
the third phase of the k-means algorithm.

B. Formal Description
To sort data points {xi | i = 1 . . . n} ! Rd into

clusters, we need a notion of clustering and a crite-
rion for the quality of the clustering. Our clustering
concept is that of centroidal voronoi diagrams and
the quality metric is the squared error, which we
define below.

We say that a family of subsets of Rd (Si)1!i!k

is a partition of {xi} if {xi} =
!

i Si and we call
µ(Si) ! 1

|Si|
"

x"Si
x the centroid of Si. We say that

a partition (Si) is a centroidal voronoi diagram if

"i, j # [[1, k]]"x # Si $x% µ(Si)$ & $x% µ(Sj)$

In other words, points belong to the cluster whose
centroid is the nearest. We use the standard eu-
clidean norm $.$.

We define the squared error of a centroidal
voronoi diagram S = (Si) as the sum over all points
of their squared distances to the centroids of the
clusters they belong to:

!(S) =
k#

i=1

#

x"Si

$x% µ(Si)$2

Our goal is therefore to partition the n data points
xi into a centroidal voronoi diagram of minimal
squared error. Finding an optimal clustering of this
kind is NP-hard [1] and so, many approximation
algorithms and heuristics have been proposed.

The k-means algorithm is a widely-used heuristic
for its simplicity and speed in practice. It consists
of an initialization and a series of 2-phase steps.
The algorithm starts by selecting initial candidate
centroids: there are different ways of selecting them,
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one of them is randomly. Then, at every step,
the algorithm partitions the set of points into k
sets corresponding to each centroid: each point
is assigned to the set whose centroid is closest.
The algorithm then computes the new candidate
centroids as the centroids of the reassigned clusters.
The first stage requires !(nk) operations while the
second requires !(n+k). The algorithm terminates
when the centroids stabilize, or equivalently when
the partition becomes stable.

Naturally, the overall complexity depends on the
number of rounds. Its theoretical complexity is at
least 2!(

#
n) for some pathological examples [2], but

its convergence is much faster in many practical
cases. Further, it does not guarantee an optimal
solution. The quality of the output is discussed in
[3].

In this paper, we discuss a parallel implemen-
tation of the one-dimensional (d = 1) k-means
algorithm on the CUDA framework. Our approach
consists of parallelizing the first phase of each
step, where we calculate the nearest centroid to
each point. Indeed, since k is generally a few
orders of magnitude larger than the amount of
cores currently available, the algorithm is bound
by this phase and not by the second. To see this,
observe that with p cores we can accelerate the
first phase to !(nk/p), so the ratio between the
two is !(nk/p(n + k)) ' !(k/p) (for n ( k).
The correctness of the algorithm is guaranteed,
to the extent that it produces the same output as
the original k-means algorithm. Our implementation
performs the same steps as the original k-means
algorithm in parallel without changing the semantics
or logic of the original implementation.

III. PARALLELIZATION OF K-MEANS

When parallelizing an application, a designer
must be mindful of the underlying characteristics
of the architecture. For example, if the target archi-
tecture is an 8-core general purpose computer, it is
best to distribute the computation to a number of
threads proportional to the number of independent
processing elements. A suitable work distribution
would then be to divide the work evenly among each
of the threads. This can be done using traditional
OS threading support such as PThreads in POSIX
compliant operating systems (Linux, UNIX), or Java
threads. In such architectures, it is best not to assign

a thread to process each element, as there may be
millions of elements ready to be processed, and the
context switching overhead will simply become the
dominating bottleneck.

The CUDA model works slightly differently in
that the frameworks support workloads that con-
sist of many individual tasks (threads) which are
scheduled and managed automatically by the GPU
hardware. The dispatching of these threads has very
negligible overhead, as it takes only one clock
cycle to start a new thread. This suggests that the
programmer should break the problem into many
logical units without regard to the underlying ar-
chitecture of the parallel system, thus encouraging
the use of a high number of threads to increase
the chance that the scheduler will find an optimal
schedule for the tasks to execute on the highly
parallel SIMD architecture. Such a programming
model is best utilized by workloads which have a
big number of independent threads, the so-called
“embarrassingly parallel” applications.

As previously mentioned, the time-dominant
phase of the algorithm is in the assignment of data
points to each cluster, which takes !(nk) time. In
this phase, the algorithm computes the Euclidean
distance of each point to the chosen set of centroids
and tries to reassign each point to the nearest cluster.
To implement this algorithm on CUDA, we can
assign the distance calculation of each data point
to a single thread. Therefore each thread will loop
over all the initial cluster centroids, calculating its
assigned data point’s distance from all of them,
finding the minimum distance from its data point
to a centroid, and become a member of the cluster
represented by the centroid. When all threads are
finished doing this, the membership of each data
point is known, and thus the first phase of the
algorithm is finished.

If the number of processing elements were equal
to the number of data points, this pass could finish
in one step. However, in practice the number of
processing elements is limited. Therefore, with p
cores we can accelerate the first phase to !(nk/p).

In our test application, the data points are dis-
tributed in a 1-dimensional array; therefore the
distance calculation can be computed with a single
scalar subtraction operation. However, if the data
resided in a 2-dimensional domain, it would in-
crease the computational requirements per element
without adding any pressure on the memory band-
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width. We will see later that in many cases, this
parallel algorithm is limited by memory bandwidth
rather than processing power. Therefore, multi-
dimensional applications of the K-means algorithm
are likely to see larger speedup factors, as they are
heavily floating point computation-bound. In fact,
moving to higher dimensions makes the problem
ideal for GPU architectures, which are better suited
for computationally-heavy classes of applications.

For the next phase of the algorithm where cen-
troids of clusters are recalculated from the recently
assigned member points, the same approach as the
serial algorithm is utilized. There are two reasons
for this choice:

• The algorithm for this pass requires intensive
data sharing, and creates congestion on the
memory subsystem. For example, one possible
way of parallelizing this pass is to ask all
threads whose data point is a member of a
certain cluster to add their values to a certain
data structure in memory. This would create
traffic on the order of !(n/k) for each memory
element.

• As mentioned earlier, even with a serial ap-
proach, this pass of the algorithm is not the
dominant time-consuming factor of the overall
solution.

For the second pass of K-means to become at
least as time consuming as the first pass, k and n
should be chosen in a way that !(n/k) " !(n+k).
As per section II.B, p and k should be in the same
range for this condition. In our implementation,
there were about 4000 clusters and 32 streaming
multiprocessors, therefore it was not worth the effort
to parallelize this step.

IV. CUDA IMPLEMENTATION

There are two data structures used in the algo-
rithm:

typedef struct {
unsigned long value;
unsigned long centroid;

}valpoint;

typedef struct {
unsigned long value;
unsigned long numMembers;

}centroid;

We implement the CUDA-accelerated k-means
algorithm in three distinct stages of operation.
The first stage initializes the CUDA hardware,
allocates the appropriate host and device memory

storage areas, estimates the initial set of centroids
and loads the data set into the on-board memory
of the graphics card. Note that the usage of
CUT SAFE CALL and CUDA SAFE CALL
macros are for error checking purposes.

const unsigned long numElements = 1024*1024;
const int numClusters = numElements / 256;
unsigned int timer = 0, mem_size;
valpoint *d_idata, *h_odata;
centroid* d_centroids;

CUT_DEVICE_INIT();
CUT_SAFE_CALL( cutCreateTimer( &timer));
mem_size = numElements * sizeof(valpoint);

// allocate host memory
valpoint* h_idata = (valpoint*) malloc( mem_size);
centroid* h_centroids = (centroid*)

malloc (numClusters * sizeof(centroid));

// initialize the memory
for( unsigned long i = 0; i < numElements; ++i){

h_idata[i].value = i + 0xc0000000 ;
if (i % 128 == 0) {

//estimate the centroids
h_centroids[i/256].value = i + 0xc0000000;
h_centroids[i/256].numMembers = 0;

}
}

CUT_SAFE_CALL( cutStartTimer( timer));

// allocate device memory for data points
CUDA_SAFE_CALL(

cudaMalloc( (void**) &d_idata, mem_size));

// copy data points to device
CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaMemcpy( d_idata,

h_idata, mem_size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice) );

// copy centroids to device
CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaMemcpyToSymbol(

constData, h_centroids,
sizeof(centroid)* numClusters));

Then, the host code will launch all the threads.
The threads will be dispatched automatically by
the hardware.

// setup execution parameters
dim3 grid( numElements / 512, 1); //2048 blocks.

// numElements can be up to 32 Mega samples
dim3 threads( 512, 1, 1); // each block having 512 threads. The maximum is 768

printf("Main thread: about to dispatch kernel...\n");

// execute the kernel
testKernel<<< grid, threads >>>(

d_idata, d_centroids, numClusters);

The call to the testKernel function blocks on
the host; it will block until all the threads are
dispatched and completed. The host code will then
check the correct execution of the CUDA kernel,
copy the results from the device memory into a
host buffer, and calculate the execution time.
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// check if kernel execution generated and error
CUT_CHECK_ERROR("Kernel execution failed");

//allocate mem for the result on host side
h_odata = (valpoint*) malloc( mem_size);

// copy result from device to host
CUDA_SAFE_CALL( cudaMemcpy( h_odata,

d_idata, mem_size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost) );
CUT_SAFE_CALL( cutStopTimer( timer));
printf( "Time: \%f(ms)\n", cutGetTimerValue( timer));
CUT_SAFE_CALL( cutDeleteTimer( timer));

Finally, the host will free up the allocated
memory and exit.

// cleanup memory
free( h_idata);
free( h_odata);
CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaFree(d_idata));
CUDA_SAFE_CALL(cudaFree(d_centroids));
CUT_EXIT(argc, argv);

The second part, which is the workhorse of the
program, is the kernel running on the GPU device.
Each thread will process a single data point, and
compute the distance between the point and each
centroid. While executing this loop, it will also
track the minimum distance to its nearest centroid,
and when the loop is completed, the results will be
stored in the device’s memory.

__constant__ centroid constData[4096];
__global__ void
testKernel( valpoint* g_idata, centroid*

g_centroids, int numClusters) {
unsigned long valindex = blockIdx.x * 512

+ threadIdx.x ;
int k, myCentroid;
unsigned long minDistance;
minDistance = 0xFFFFFFFF;
for (k = 0; k<numClusters; k++)

if (abs((long)(g_idata[valindex].value -
constData/*g_centroids*/[k].value))
<minDistance) {

minDistance = abs((long)(
g_idata[valindex].value -

constData[k].value));
myCentroid = k;

}

g_idata[valindex].centroid =
__constData[myCentroid].value;

__syncthreads();
}

One important aspect of this code is the use of
device constant memory for storage of the centroid
data. The constant memory is a cacheable part of
the device memory. The current G80 cards have
8KB of such memory per thread block. Since each
thread loops on all of these centroids, fast access
to these variables is essential for the success of this
implementation. The effect of this choice was of
such importance that without using it (storing the
centroids in the device global memory), the per-

formance would have been an order of magnitude
slower than the present implementation.

The third part of the program relabels points to
the nearest centroid, and computes the next centroid
estimation. Since this piece of code executes serially
in the host, it is omitted from inclusion in this
paper due to space constraints. These steps repeat
until the convergence condition is reached. For our
algorithm, we are content when the number of reas-
signments falls under a certain accuracy threshold.

For reference, here is the serial baseline code
which we compare our results against:

int k, myCentroid;
unsigned long minDistance;

for (long valindex = 0; valindex<1024*1024;
valindex++){

minDistance = 0xFFFFFFFF;
for (k = 0; k<numClusters; k++)
if (abs((long)(h_idata[valindex].value -

h_centroids[k].value))<minDistance){
minDistance = abs((long)( _
h_idata[valindex].value-h_centroids[k].value));

myCentroid = k;
}

h_idata[valindex].centroid =
h_centroids[myCentroid].value;

It is evident from this piece of code that it takes
!(nk) for completion.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented our parallel CUDA K-
means algorithm on an NVIDIA GeForce 8600 PCI
express graphics card with 256 MB of dynamic
RAM, 32 streaming processors and 8 KB of cache
per streaming processor. Our data set consists of a
one dimensional array of unsigned long integers,
which are 4 bytes in size per point. There are
1 million elements in the array to be clustered,
and the number of clusters is chosen to be 4000.
Using these parameters, we experienced a 13x speed
improvement over a baseline application running on
a 2 Ghz host machine. A summary of these results
is presented in Table 1.

For an objective comparison, we consider a cur-
rent top of the line NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX
Ultra which has 128 streaming processors and runs
at a 27% faster clock rate. We project that this card
should be able to run the same workload about 5
times faster, or have a 68X performance increase
compared to the baseline PC implementation. How-
ever, due to our lack of access to one of these
cards, these numbers cannot be verified, although
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we do not see any reason to doubt its projected
performance.

TABLE I
RESULTS OF PARALLEL K-MEANS ON CUDA

Platform Time (s) Performance Increase
Intel Pentium D, 3 Ghz 9.830 1 X

NVIDIA 8600 GT 0.724 13.57 X
NVIDIA 8800 Ultra GTX 0.144 68 X

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown how to parallelize an elementary
data processing operation used by many applica-
tions on a highly parallel graphics processing ar-
chitecture. Our results suggest that computationally-
bound applications have much to gain by using
the idle resources offered by the system through
the CUDA architecture. As performance and energy
consumption become a prime concern for computer
architectures, we are bound to see more applications
of off-chip parallel computing in every comput-
ing domain from large-scale distributed systems to
portable computers.
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